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INTRODUCTION 
A projective plane r is (P, g)-transitive if it contains a point P and a line 
g such that for each pair of points X, YE 7~ with X, Y +! g, P # X, Y and 
PX = PY there exists a perspectivity with center P and axis g mapping X 
onto Y. 
DEFINITION D. A projective plane r is of LensBarlotti Type Ia ;f it 
satisfes the following condition: 
r contains an incident point-line pair (Ii, Y) and an one-to-one mapping &! 
of the points of T - {R} onto the lines passing through R and different from r 
such that w is exactly then (P, g)-transitive when P E Y - {R} and g = PA 
(see Lenz [9]; Barlotti [I]). 
By Liineburg [IO] projective planes of Lenz-Barlotti Type 1s of odd order 
do not exist. 
Concerning projective planes of Lenz-Barlotti Type 1, of even order the 
following results are known: 
THEOREM A. If there is a jinite projective plane of Lens-Barlotti Type I6 , 
having even order n, then n = 0 mod 4. 
THEOREM B. Projective planes of order n, where n - 1 is a prime, cannot 
be of Lens-Barlotti Type I, . 
Theorem A is a consequence of the fact that projective planes of order 
n = 2 mod 4 for n > 2 cannot possess involutory elations (Hughes [6]); 
Theorem B is proved by Jonsson [8], using the properties of the ternary 
ring obtained by coordinatization of the plane. 
In the present note we investigate finite projective planes n, having the 
following property: 
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(P) 7r contains an incident point-line pair (R, Y) and an one-to-one 
mapping J? of the points of Y - (R) onto the lines through R, different from 
I, such that rr is (P, @)-transitive for PET - {R}. 
Theorem 1 in Section 2 gives a sufficient condition under which projective 
planes with property (P) are desarguesian. The statement of Theorem B is 
obtained then as a Corollary of Theorem 1. 
Section 3 contains the main result of the paper: 
THEOREM 4. If there exists a finite projective plane of Lenx-Barlotti Type 
I6 , then it is of order n = 0 mod 8. 
In Section 1 preliminary results are given. 
The notations are the same as in [lo]. 
The author would like to thank Dr. H. Ltineburg for the careful reading 
of the manuscript. 
1. Throughout this paper let rr be a finite projective plane of order n, 
with the property: 
(P) rr contains an incident point-line pair (R, Y) with an one-to-one 
mapping J! of the points of Y - {R} onto the lines through R, different 
from Y, such that r is (P, P&)-transitive for P E Y - (R}. 
Further let r, be the group of all (P, PA)-perspectivities for a fixed point 
P E Y - {R} and let d be the group generated by al1 the groups r, in r. The 
permutation group induced by A on r -{R} shall be denoted by A*. The 
stabilizer A p* of a point P E r - (R} contains the subgroup r,* induced by 
I’, on Y - {R}. 
Then the following results are known (for the proof of (l)-(6) see Liineburg 
[lOI): 
(1) r is either of Lens-Barlotti Type 1G , or desarguesian. 
(2) A* is doubly transitive on r - {R}. 
(3) fp* is a normal subgroup of A,*. 
(4) For n > 5 the group A is transitive on the points of n not belonging 
to 1. 
(5) A* does not contain normal subgroups of order n. 
(6) Let K be the kernel of the homomorphism A + A*; in a projective 
plane of Lenz-Barlotti Type Is the group K contains only (R, r)-elations. 
From (2) and (4) it follows: 
(7) For n > 5 the order of A is O(A) = n2(n - 1)K. 
(8) If  n is even A* does not contain: (a) normal subgroups of index 2 and 
(b) normal subgroups of odd order. 
Proof. (a) If  n is even A* is generated by the groups r,* having odd 
order; therefore A* does not contain normal subgroups of index 2. (b) A 
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normal subgroup of a doubly transitive group is a transitive permutation group 
of the same degree. Thus if n is even, by result (2), d * cannot contain normal 
subgroups of odd order. 
(9) K is identical with the center %“A of A. 
Proof. A is generated by (P, P”)-perspectivities for P E r---(R). The kernel 
K consists of elations cx with axis r. Since the elations cy commute with the 
(P, P”)-perspectivities, KC %“d. On the other hand an arbitrary element 
4 of K fixes the centers of all the (P, P”‘r)-perspectivities. Thus 5 is an elation 
with axis r, i.e. 2Z’A C K. 
(10) In a projective plane of Lenz-Barlotti Type 1s the elations of A 
are (Ii, r)-perspectivities. 
Proof. Let LY be an arbitrary elation of A. The elation (Y fixes R and T, 
thus its axis is either r, or it contains the point R. 
It follows from the definition of planes r of Lenz-Barlotti Type 1s that for 
every collineation K of r the equality P”& = PMK holds for every point 
P E Y - {R}. Therefore there is no nontrivial elation with axis different from r. 
2. THEOREM 1. If VT is a projective plane having the property (P) and if in 
the permutation group A* only the identity Jixes three distinct points of r - {R}, 
then T is desarguesian. 
Proof. I f  the order n of rr is odd, the statement follows from Ltineburg 
[IO] p. 75 “Sat2 1.” 
For n = 2 the plane is desarguesian. Let n be even and greather then 2. 
Since A contains involutions, by Hughes [6], p. 549, Theorem 3.2. is 
n = 0 mod 4. In A* only the identity fixes 3 different points of r - {R}. 
Then by Feit [4] and It6 [A, the group A* contains either a normal subgroup 
of order n, or a normal subgroup A,* isomorphic to PSL(2, n - l), the special 
linear projective group of 2 variables over the Galois field GF(n - 1); (see 
Van der Waerden [I4]). In the second case the index [A* : A,,*] is either 
2or 1. 
If  A* contains a normal subgroup of order n, then by result (5), the plane 
is desarguesian. If  A* contains a normal subgroup of index 2, then by result 
(8) the plane is desarguesian too. In the case when [A* : A,*] = 1, it follows 
that O(A*) = &z(n - l)(n - 2). From (n, (n - 2)/2) = 1, from (7) and from 
(6) then it follows O(K) = n, that means rr is (R, r)-transitive. By Definition 
D and result (1) the plane r is desarguesian. Theorem 1 is proved. 
COROLLARY. Projective planes of order n having property (P), where n - 1 
is a prime, me desarguesian. 
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Proof. Let T be a projective plane with property (P). The prime n - 1 
shall be denoted by p. 
Let us assume that there exists an element K* in d* which fixes 3 distinct 
points A, B, C of r - {R}. Further let /3 be the (A, A”)-perspectivity 
mapping B onto C. The perspectivity /3 induces the permutation p* E r,* 
on Y - (R). By (3), the element ~*j3*(~*)-l E I’,*. It is easy to verify that 
&‘B*(K*)-1 = Cm Since r,* is regular on r - {R, A} it follows that 
K*/~*(K*)-l = p*. Thus K* and fi* commute. This implies that K* fixes all 
the points of the set {A, B, Bfl*, B(fi*)‘, **., B(fi’)t-‘}, where t is the order of fi*. 
The number t is a divisor of the prime p, thus t = p. The permutation K* 
fixes therefore all the points of r, i.e., K* is the identity of d*. 
Since in A* only the identity fixes 3 distinct points oft - {R}, by Theorem 
1 the plane rr is desarguesian. 
From the above Corollary we obtain immediately: 
THEOREM 2. Let r be a projective plane of order n, where n - 1 is a prime. 
m is desarguesian if and only if there is an incident point-k pair (R, Y) in r such 
that: (i) for each point P E r - {R} there exists at least one line g through R, 
distinct from r and (ii) for each line h through R, distinct from r there exists at 
least one point Q E I - {R} for which rr is (P, g)- and (Q, h)-transitive. 
Having in mind Definition D, Theorem 2 implies: 
THEOREM B (“Satz 2.3.5. in [8], p. 282). If there exists a finite projective 
plane of Lenz-Barlotti Type I,, having order n, then n - 1 cannot be a prime. 
3. THEOREM 3. Projective planes of order n = 4 mod 8 cannot be of 
Lenz-Barlotti Type I, . 
Proof. Let us assume, in contrary, that there exists a projective plane w 
of Lenz-Barlotti Type Is having order n = 4 mod 8. The projective plane 
of order 4 is desarguesian, therefore is n > 4. 
The following statements are valid: 
(i) rr does not contain planar involutions. Otherwise there would exist a 
subplane VT~ of 7~ of order z/n = 2 mod 4. It is easy to verify that ~a would 
satisfy condition (P); (for the proof see [IO], p. 77, “Hilfssatz 4”). Thus by 
(1) the subplane r0 would be either desarguesian or of Lenz-Barlotti Type Is . 
rrs cannot be desarguesian, since 1/;; is not a power of a prime. But by 
Theorem A the plane 7r0 cannot be of Lenz-Barlotti Type I, too. This proves 
(9. 
(ii) The order of a Sylow 2-subgroup II of A is 16. According to (4) the 
group A is transitive on the points of rr not belonging to Y. The order of A is 
O(A) = nz(n - 1)k; the stabilizer of a point A 4 r is of order (n - 1)k. The 
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number (a - 1)K cannot be even since then, by (i), there would exist an 
involutory elation a with axis through A; according to (IO), however, a cannot 
exist. From the relations: (n - I)K = 1 mod 2 and he2 = 1 mod 2 it 
follows that &O(d) = 1 mod 2. Therefore 0(/l) = 16. 
Let us consider the Sylow 2-subgroup fl, of the kernel K. The collineation 
group d contains at least one involution. This fact together with (i) and (10) 
implies: 0(/l,) > 1. By (6) the order O(K) is a divisor of n. Since $r = 1 
mod 2, it follows: 0(/l,) < 4. 
There are the following possibilities: 
a) 0(/l,) = 2. In this case fl contains exactly one involution. By Burnside 
[Z], p. 132, /l is then either (ar) cyclical or (as) a generalized quaternion group. 
b) 0(/l,) = 4. Th is implies that the Sylow 2-subgroup /1* of d* is of 
order 4. As a group of order four (1% is either (b,) cyclical, or (b,) elementary 
Abelian. 
We shall investigate at first the cases (aJ and (b,). 
In these cases the Sylow 2-subgroups of d * are cyclical. This implies, after 
Burnside [2], p. 327, that A* contains a normal subgroup N of odd order. 
This is impossible by (8), thus (at) and (b,) cannot occur. 
The cases (aa) and (b,) can be treated together: 
The Sylow 2-subgroups /l* of A* are in the case (as) dihedral groups and 
in the case (b,) elementary Abelian groups of order 4. The group A* does not 
contain nonidentical normal subgroups of odd order. Thus in the both cases, 
by the results of Gorenstein and Walter [S] is either: 
(I) A* isomorphic to the alternating group &, ; or 
(II) A* is isomorphic to A*; or 
(III) A* is isomorphic to a subgroup of PTL(2, m) containing PSL(2, m) 
with m odd. 
(PTL(2, m) is the group of all mappings x -+ (a~” + b)/(c~ + d) with a, b, c, d 
belonging to the Galois field GF(m); further ad - bc # 0 and (T is an 
automorphism of the GF(m).) 
(II) cannot occur since A* is doubly transitive. 
In the case (I) we apply a modification of the proof given by Liineburg [II], 
p. 145. The group A* is of order O(A*) = *7! Thus n(n - 1) is a divisor of 
z l7!, i.e., n - 1 < 54. Since for tl < 8 the plane is desarguesian, it must be 
n > 8. From 8 < n - 1 < 53 and n(n - l)] &7! and rr - 1 = 1 mod 2 it 
follows that R - 1 = 35. This implies: O(A*) = 36 * 35 * 2. By (3) the group 
A* contains subgroups r,* of order 35. But &, does not contain subgroups 
of order 35; this rules out case (I). 
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It remains the possibility: 
A* is isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, m) which contains the PSL(2, m) 
for m odd. After Liineburg [1Z], p. 422, “Satz 1” is m = n - 1. In our 
investigations is n - 1 > 3. Then PSL(2,7t - 1) is simple. This implies 
that A is nonsolvable, i.e., it contains a minimal perfect normal subgroup 
6. The groupd* induced by d on Y is isomorphic to (PSL(2, n - 1). Since 
A* is transitive of degree 7t + 1, by Dickson [3] Sections 263,260, it is doubly 
transitive on Y - {R} and in d* only the identity fixes 3 distinct points of 
Y - (R}; the number 71 - 1 = p”, where p is a prime. Since PSL(2, n - 1) 
contains involutions, applying (lo), it follows that d has a nontrivial center. 
d is perfect, thus after Schur [Z2], pp. 99-l 19, Theorems III and IX are 
either n - 1 = 9 or d E SL(2, n - 1). (The SL(2, n - 1) is the special 
linear group of 2 variables over the Galois field GF(n - 1); see Van der 
Waerden [14].) The exceptional case when n - 1 = 9 cannot occur, since 
then it would be n = 10 + 0 mod 4, thus d s SL(2, n - 1). Let dAg be 
the stabilizer of 2 distinct points A, B E Y - {R}. The group dA,B induced 
by L on Y - {R} is, according to Dickson [3] Section 260, cyclical. By 
Zassenhaus [13] p. 140 is then dA,, Abelian; further it contains an element Y 
of order Q (n - 2). Since rr is of Lenz-Barlotti Type I, , the group dA,B fixes 
the lines A& and Bd. In dA,n only the identity fixes more then 2 distinct 
points of the set AA - {R}, otherwise d would contain an element OL fixing 
a subplane r,, of rr of order q, > 3; OL would then induce a permutation 
by* # l* in d* fixing more than 2 distinct points of Y - {R} what is im- 
possible. From (n, n - 2/2) = 1 and (n - 1, n - 2/2) = 1 then it follows 
that v  fixes exactly 2 distinct points M, N of A” - {R) while the remaining 
points of Ad - {R} are divided into 2 orbits by v. Since &(n - 2) is odd, the 
involution of d, ,B interchanges these orbits; the group d is transitive on the 
lines through R different from Y. From these statements and from the fact 
that O(d) = n(n - l)(n - 2), it follows that d has an orbit containing 
n(n - 2) points. The stabilizer d, of a point L E Ad - {R, M, IV} is of 
order n - 1 = pa. Thus d, is a Sylow p-subgroup ofd. Since d,,s normalizes 
d L , it follows that d, fixes all the points of A” - {M, N}; but then dL fixes 
all the points of A, i.e., A, = r, . The groups r, for all the points A E r - {R} 
generated, therefored = A, thus O(A) = nz(n - I)k = n(n - l)(n - 2) = O(d), 
which is a contradiction. 
Theorem 3 is proved. 
From Theorem 3, Theorem B and the result of Liineburg [IO], p. 75, 
“Sat2 1,” it follows: 
THEOREM 4. If there exists a finite projective plane of Lenx-Barlotti Type I,, 
itisofardern-Omod8. 
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